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Abstract

Wildfires and their associated destruction have high-
lighted the need for real-time simulation systems for
accurately predicting fire spread. Such systems would
assist fire managers in their efforts to effectively con-
tain potentially catastrophic fires. Modeling and sim-
ulation of forest fire spread using the cellular discrete
event approach is based on dividing the forest into
small areas called cells. Fire spread is then modeled
as a contagion process between cells where forward
fire spread across each cell is computed using a math-
ematical fire spread model. Rothermel’s mathemat-
ical fire spread model allows for computing a one-
dimensional maximum forward spread rate and di-
rection. Fire spread in all other directions is inferred
from this forward spread rate. If this inference is not
correctly abstracted it can lead to distortion of fire
shapes and incorrect simulation results. This paper
proposes a new two-dimensional fire spread decom-
position scheme for cellular DEVS models based on
Rothermel’s mathematical fire spread model. Prelim-
inary simulation results demonstrating the proposed
scheme are presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

Ecological problems such as wildfires have highlighted
the need for real-time simulation systems for accu-
rately predicting fire spread in order to assist fire
managers in fire suppression and containment efforts.
Fire spread is a complex propagation process and re-
quires building simulation models that take into ac-
count the system evolution in both time and space.
Thus fire spread is difficult to accurately model and
requires large amounts of data for simulation.

In modeling and simulation of forest fire spread
using the cellular discrete event system specification
(DEVS) approach [Zeigler et al., 2000; Zeigler and
sarjoughian 2002], the forest is divided into small ar-
eas called cells. These cells are represented in the
computer as a cell-space, which preserves their geo-
graphical relationships. A mathematical fire spread
model is then used to compute fire spread across
each cell. Fire spread is simulated as a contagion
process between cells. Rothermel’s mathematical
model [Rothermel 1972] allows for computing a one-
dimensional maximum forward spread rate and di-
rection. Fire spread in all other directions is inferred
from this forward spread rate, a process we refer to in
this paper as fire spread decomposition. If this decom-
position is not correctly abstracted it can lead to dis-
tortion of fire shapes and incorrect simulation results.



Examples of fire spread models that use Rothermel’s
model include the cellular DEVS models [e.g. Vas-
concelos 1993; Vasconcelos, et al., 1995; Ntaimo, et
al., 2004], Cell-DEVS [Wainer and Giambiasi 1998]
models [Ameghino et al., 2001], discrete time mod-
els such as the HFIRE [Morais 2001], and continuous
simulation models such as FARSITE [Finney 1998]
and BEHAVE [Andrews 1986; Andrews and Chase
1989].

Fire spread decomposition schemes in models
based on Rothermel’s model [e.g. Andrews 1986;
Morais 2001; Ameghino et al., 2001; Ntaimo, et
al., 2004] often assume an elliptical fire shape pro-
posed by [Alexander 1985]. The reliance on an
assumed elliptical shape is necessary because the
present Rothermel’s model can only predict a one-
dimensional fire spread in the heading portion of a
fire. Several works using elliptical fire shapes assume
the origin of a fire is at the rear focus of an ellipse [An-
derson 1983; Alexander 1985; Andrews 1986], thus
providing an implicit means to calculate the back-
ing fire spread rate. Two-dimensional fire spread in
all directions is computed from the maximum for-
ward spread rate based on the mathematical proper-
ties of the ellipse. Other shapes such as the double
ellipse [Anderson 1983], ovoid [Peet 1967] and lem-
niscate [Brown and Davis 1973] have also been pro-
posed. The double ellipse and the ovoid seek to model
varying forward or head fire and backfire spread rates
[Green 1983]. It has been observed that although fires
may take up the ovoid shape during the initial phase
of fire growth, they tend to become nearly elliptical
as time passes and increase in size [Green et al., 1983]
and/or intensity [Green 1983]. The lemniscate shape
is generally assumed to result from fluctuating wind
direction or could occur as a natural consequence of
high wind speed and very patchy fuels [Green 1983].
The fire shapes would not have to be assumed if the
spread rate in all directions could be independently
computed from the fuel models, weather, and topog-
raphy. For example, models based on partial differ-
ential equations or PDE’s [Muzy et al., 2004] do not
require making any fire shape assumption.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In
the next section we briefly review three basic forest
cell fire spread decomposition schemes for cellular fire
spread models based on Rothermel’s model. In Sec-
tion 3 we present our new fire spread decomposition
scheme and provide some preliminary simulation re-

sults to illustrated the proposed scheme in Section 4.
We end with some concluding remarks in Section 5
and point out some future work.

2 BASIC FOREST CELL
FIRE SPREAD DECOM-
POSITION SCHEMES

Modeling fire spread using the elliptical shape for fire-
growth often assumes fire to spread in two-dimensions
from the ignition point. The fire spread comprises the
head fire, flank fire and backfire, as shown in Figure
1. Rothermel’s mathematical model computes the
maximum head fire spread R and direction θ, which
is along the major axis of the ellipse. Let ti denote
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Figure 1: Simple elliptical fire-growth model after
[Van Wagner 1969]

the burn delay, which is the time it takes for the fire
to spread along a distance di in direction i. Also, let
Ri denote the rate of fire spread in the direction i.
Then the burn delay can easily be computed using
the following simple equation:

ti =
di

Ri
(1)

In computing ti for a given forest cell in cellular dis-
crete event models, it is generally assumed that the
fuel and topographic conditions across the cell are
uniform, while the weather conditions are allowed
to vary. A cell is assumed to ignite based on some
probabilistic or deterministic rule. Three basic de-
composition schemes for fire spread across a cell can
be identified. These are border-to-border, center-to-
center and center-to-border.
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2.1 Cell Border-To-Border Fire
Spread

Under the border-to-border decomposition scheme
fire is assumed to spread across a cell from bor-
der to border. The basic abstraction of fire spread
is to consider one burn delay per cell [e.g. Vas-
concelos et al., 1993]. In this case the maximum
rate of spread computed from Rothermel’s mathe-
matical model is used to determine the burn de-
lay along the shortest distance across the cell. Af-
ter the burn delay elapses, fire spread is assumed
to reach the neighbor cells. Obviously this provides
a very course approximation of fire spread across a
cell. To get better approximations, the maximum
rate of spread R and direction θ are used to com-
pute Ri using the elliptical fire-growth model [e.g.
Ameghino et al., 2001]. In this case a finite num-
ber of azimuth directions are considered, such as
i ∈ {0, 45, 90, 135, 180, 225, 270, 315}, which corre-
spond to the directions N, NE,E, SE, S, SW,W, and
NW . Therefore, a cell that is burning has eight de-
lays computed using equation (1) and scheduled in
non-decreasing order. Fire is assumed to spread to
the i neighbor when ti delay elapses. Note that in
this approach both head fire and backward fire spread
are considered to travel the same distances across the
cell. This can result in apparently “thick” fire fronts
as a result of longer delays per cell.

2.2 Cell Center-To-Center Fire
Spread

A fairly common approach is to consider fire as
spreading from the center of the cell to the center
of the neighbor cells [e.g. Morais 2001; Ntaimo et al.,
2004] as shown in Figure 2. In this case the maxi-
mum forward fire spread has to be computed based
on the fuel and topographical conditions between the
cell centers. Observe that when you consider the cell-
space, care must be taken to avoid redundancy as a
result of doubly computing burn delays especially for
backward fire spread components which may have al-
ready been considered when computing the forward
spread. This can result in “thick” fire fronts as a
result of incorrect longer delays per cell.

Figure 2: Cell center-to-center fire spread

2.3 Cell Center-To-Border Fire
Spread

A variant of the center-to-center decomposition
scheme is the center-to-border scheme [e.g. Ntaimo
and Zeigler 2004]. In this case fire spread is ab-
stracted as spread from the center of the cell to the
border as shown in Figure 3. In the cell-space this

Figure 3: Cell center-to-border fire spread

can result in faster or “jumpy” fire spread across cells
as a result of igniting the cell centers when a spread
component reaches the border of the neighbor cell.
However, unlike in center-to-center fire spread, com-
puting fire spread across a cell is restricted to the
uniform conditions within that cell. Next we propose
an alternative cell fire spread decomposition scheme.

3 FORWARD CELL
BORDER-TO-BORDER
FIRE SPREAD

In the new fire spread decomposition scheme fire
spread in a cell ignited by fire from a neighbor cell is
allowed to spread radially from the point of ignition in
the forward direction. We refer to this new approach
as the forward cell border-to-border fire spread to em-
phasize the fact that fire ignition is assumed to take
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place at a specific location on the cell border. Initial
cell ignition (e.g. from some igniter as in [Ntaimo
et al., 2004]) is modeled as in the center-to-border
scheme. Fire spread is assumed to spread radially in
the forward direction from the border ignition point
towards the neighbor cells. This mimics reality since
when fire reaches the cell border it is assumed to have
already engulfed the fuels in the cell along its path.
Therefore, the forward spread comprising the head
fire and flank fire spread need to be computed within
the ignited cell.

The new decomposition scheme can be described
using Figures 4 and 5. In Figure 4 plates a, b, c and
d, respectively, a cell can ignite its N, S, E, or W
neighbor via its corresponding N, S, E, or W spread
component. A cell ignited at the border center (by an
incoming N, S, E, or E spread component) has seven
spread components. In Figure 5 plate e a burning
cell can ignite its N, NE and E neighbor cells via
its NE spread component; in plate f a burning cell
can ignite its E, SE and S neighbor cells via its SE
spread component; in plate g a burning cell can ignite
its W, SW and S neighbor cells via its SW spread
component; and in plate h a burning cell can ignite
its W, NW and N neighbor cells via its NW spread
component. In this case a cell ignited at the corner
has five spread components instead of seven.
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Figure 4: Fire spread components respectively ignit-
ing (a) N, (b) S, (c) E and (d) W neighbor cells
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Figure 5: Fire spread components respectively ignit-
ing (e) NE, (f) SE, (g) SW and (h) NW neighbor
cells

The spread components are decomposed so that
the head fire and flank fire spread are considered
as spreading towards the neighbor cells in the direc-
tion of the igniting spread component. The max-
imum spread component in each cell is computed
using Rothermel’s mathematical model and decom-
posed into either five or seven spread components
following the elliptical fire-growth model. The delay
for each spread component is then computed using
equation 1. One of the advantages of the new decom-
position scheme is that unlike in center-to-center or
center-to-border decomposition schemes, computing
backfire spread when in reality fire is spreading for-
ward is avoided. This closely matches how real fires
actually spread. Also, a NE, SE, SW or NW fire
spread component is allowed to potentially ignite the
associated three neighbor cells since the spread com-
ponent is in essence in contact with all three neighbor
cells at the corner of the cell. In the other decomposi-
tion schemes a spread component is generally allowed
to ignite only the cell in its direction. Therefore, this
abstraction of fire spread between cells seems more
realistic. Finally, in this scheme we have fewer than
eight spread components in each cell to consider.
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4 EXPERIMENTAL RE-
SULTS

We now report on some preliminary simulation ex-
perimental results to demonstrate the proposed cell
fire spread decomposition scheme. We compare the
results with those obtained using the cell center-to-
border decomposition scheme. The experiments were
conducted under both uniform and nonuniform wind,
fuel and topographical conditions using DEVSJAVA
running on a 1.8GHZ 1.0GB PC. A cell-space of size
30 x 30 cells with a cell size of 15 meters x 15 me-
ters was used. The fire in all the experiments starts
when the cell with coordinates (14,4) is ignited at the
beginning of the simulation.

4.1 Expt 1: Fire Spread Under Uni-
form Wind, Fuel and Topographi-
cal Conditions

In this experiment wind speed was set at 5 kph head-
ing north (N) while the fuel model was set to NFFL-7
(chaparral) for all the cells. A terrain with a slope of
0 degrees was used for all the cells. Figure 6 shows
fire evolution for cell center-to-border while Figure
7 shows the results for the forward cell border-to-
border decomposition scheme. In each figure the
plates from left to right show snapshots of the fire at
simulation clock times of about 600, 1200 and 3600
seconds. As can be seen the figures, the fire shapes

Figure 6: Fire evolution under cell center-to-border

in both decomposition schemes are similar. However,
the forward cell border-to-border results have “thin-
ner” fire-fronts (cells burning). The “thicker” fire-
fronts in the center-to-border decomposition scheme
can be attributed to the longer delays as a result of
computing backward spread within a cell when in fact
fire is spreading forward. Also it can be seen in the
figures that fire seem to spread faster in the center-to-

Figure 7: Fire evolution under forward cell border-
to-border

border scheme as a result of igniting the neighbor cell
center when a spread component reaches the border.

4.2 Expt 2: Fire Spread Under
Nonuniform Wind Conditions

In this experiment the cell conditions were main-
tained as in the Expt 1 except for the wind direc-
tion. In this case the simulation was initialized with
a wind speed of 5 kph heading north (N) and was later
changed to head in the north east (NE) direction af-
ter about 200 seconds of simulation clock time. The
results for the two decomposition schemes are given
in Figures 8 and 9. In each figure the plates from left
to right show snapshots of the fire at simulation clock
times of about 200, 300 and 400 seconds. The re-

Figure 8: Fire evolution under cell center-to-border

Figure 9: Fire evolution under forward cell border-
to-border

sults obtained in this experiment are also consistent
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with the observations made in Expt 1. Under the
center-to-border decomposition scheme the fire fronts
are significantly “thicker”. In fact, after a change in
wind direction, significantly more cells catch fire than
shown under the forward cell border-to-border.

4.3 Expt 3: Fire Spread Under
Nonuniform Fuel and Topograph-
ical Conditions

In this experiment a wind speed of 5 kph heading
north (N) was maintained. However the cell-space
was set to have three zones from bottom to top each
with a different fuel model as in [Ntaimo et al., 2004].
The bottom zone has fuel model NFFL-7 (southern
rough) and a terrain with a slope of 15 degrees and as-
pect 0 degrees, while the middle zone has fuel model
NFFL-5 (brush 2 ft) and terrain with a slope of 0
degrees. The upper zone has fuel model NFFL-11
(light logging slash) and a slope of 10 degrees with
an aspect of 180 degrees. Figures 10 and 11 show fire
evolution results for the two decomposition schemes.
As in Expt 1, the plates from left to right in each
figure show snapshots of the fire at simulation clock
times of about 600, 1200 and 3600 seconds. The

Figure 10: Fire evolution under cell center-to-center

Figure 11: Fire evolution under forward cell border-
to-border

results obtained in this experiment are also consis-
tent with the observations made in the previous two
experiments.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose a new two-dimensional fire
spread decomposition scheme for cellular DEVS mod-
els based on Rothermel’s mathematical fire spread
model, which allows for computing a one-dimensional
maximum forward spread rate and direction. Fire
spread in all other directions is inferred from this for-
ward spread rate. The concern is that if this inference
is not correctly modeled it can lead to distortion of
fire shapes and incorrect simulation results. The pre-
liminary experimental results obtained are promising
and demonstrate the viability of the proposed decom-
position scheme for fire spread models based on the
cellular DEVS approach. Future work include verifi-
cation and validation of the proposed decomposition
scheme.
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